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ABSTRACT

Bioimpedance measurements using microfluidic systems play an increasingly important role in cell analysis. In this paper, a microfluidic device mimicking the vasculature, in particular blood microcapillaries, and equipped with electrodes for bioimpedance sensing is described. Red blood cells, from patients suffering from sickle cell disease, were analyzed and discriminated in this device according to the physical parameters. The statistical position of different subpopulations on the Gaussian distribution of the whole sickle cell population was analyzed. A discrimination between sickle cell subpopulations, related to different density states, was achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

Thanks to their capability to deform, red blood cells (RBCs, diameter of 8μm, thickness of 2μm) circulate in the blood microcapillaries network and play a crucial role in the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide [1], which maintains the function of human organs.

However, several genetic disorders may affect the RBC functions. Sickle cell disease (SCD) is characterized by the expression of a mutated hemoglobin that polymerizes under hypoxic conditions driving RBC sickling [2]. RBC shape changes from biconcave to sickle shape, which induces vaso-occlusive crises and decreases the level of oxygen supplied to the organs, leading to a loss of organ function. This disease touches millions of people in the world.

SCD RBCs are very heterogeneous in shape and morphology because of differential sickling and hydration state. To analyze the SCD RBC subpopulations, a microfluidic device is developed which reproduces the blood flow network. It is equipped with electrodes for electrical recording and bioimpedance analysis. Thanks to the electrical monitoring, physical parameters like the transit time and the blockade amplitude, that system might be a promising approach to determine the distribution of RBCs in patients and potentially predict disease severity or impact of treatments.

THEORY

Bioimpedance is a non-invasive method for analyzing cellular electrical parameters without molecular labeling and does not require to optically visualize the cell. The bioimpedance relies on the dielectric properties of the cells and of the medium, and expresses as follows, using the Maxwell's heterogeneous model [3]:

\[ Z_{mix}(\omega) = \frac{D}{S} \frac{1}{\sigma_{mix} + i\omega \varepsilon_{mix}} = \frac{D}{S} \frac{1}{i\omega \varepsilon_{mix}} \]

Where D represents the equivalent distance between the electrodes (face to face), S represents their surface, \( \sigma_{mix} \) corresponds to the conductivity of the mixture (between medium and cells) and \( \varepsilon_{mix} \) is its permittivity. \( \varepsilon_{mix} = \varepsilon_{memb} - i \frac{\sigma_{memb}}{\omega} \) represents the complex permittivity of the system.

In case of a cell, the real part represents the cellular dielectric polarization (the cell permittivity \( \varepsilon_{cell} \)) and the imaginary part is related to the conduction losses (\( \sigma_{cell} \)). The cell being a heterogeneous living object, its complex permittivity depends on the cytoplasmic membrane and cell content. The permittivity of a spherical cell could be approximated by the single shell model [4]. The cell content dielectric properties are represented by \( \varepsilon_{memb} \) and \( \sigma_{memb} \). And those of the membrane are represented by \( \varepsilon_{memb} \) and \( \sigma_{memb} \). We have:

\[ \varepsilon_{cell} = \varepsilon_{memb} \left( \frac{R_{memb}}{R_{cell}} \right)^2 + \frac{\sigma_{memb}}{2\pi f_{CM}} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{memb}}{\sigma_{memb}} \right) \left( \frac{R_{cell}}{R_{memb}} \right) \]

Where R represents the radius of the cell and e the thickness of the membrane.

At low frequencies, the cell membrane is predominant. The permittivity of the cell can be approximated to:

\[ \varepsilon_{cell} = \varepsilon_{memb} \]

The complex permittivity of the mixture between the electrodes expresses:

\[ \varepsilon_{mix} = \varepsilon_{memb} \left( 1 + \frac{2\Phi f_{CM}}{1 - 2\Phi f_{CM}} \right) \]

Where \( \Phi \) is the volume fraction between the cell and the medium. \( f_{CM} \) represents the Clausius-Mossotti factor:
depending on the frequency range of the excitation signal, the impedance spectrum of the miniaturized system filled by cells suspension can be obtained. The sensitivity of this method necessarily depends on the distance D between the electrodes as well as on the volume fraction Φ.

The effect of the double layer capacitance at the interface between the electrodes and the medium need also to be taken into account. This layer can vary from a few nanometers to ten nanometers [5]. Its capacitance expresses $C_{DL} = C_0 S$ (with $C_0$ the surface capacity of the double layer effect and $S$ the surface of the considered electrode). This adds to the system an impedance:

$$Z_{DL}(\omega) = \frac{1}{j\omega C_{DL}}$$

Black platinum electrodes present a double layer surface capacitance $C_0$, advantageously high, as 0.5 F.m$^{-2}$ [6]. This value can be increased by increasing the roughness of the electrode in order to decrease the associated impedance and make its effect negligible.

Finally, optimized frequency was chosen in the frequency range where these two cases could be distinguished by the difference of the impedance modulus: with and without RBC in the microcapillary. Under such frequency, impedance measurement in real time could be achieved (See Figure 1.A. and B.).

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The microfluidic device, dedicated to the sickle cell analysis, was built in two parts: the microfluidic capillaries network part and the bioimpedance monitoring part.

A Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip containing microfluidic network was manufactured by soft lithography method. The microcapillary has a symmetric structure: a 30 μm long thin capillary with rectangular section (width=5 μm, thickness=2 μm), followed by a slightly wider section channel (width=10 μm, same thickness) and connected to a wide channel (width=20 μm, same thickness).

The PDMS subpart was placed manually above the quartz substrate containing gold electrodes (Cr 20 nm/Au 200 nm). The sickle red blood cells suspension sample (2% hematocrit) was inserted at the inlet of the microcapillary network. The PDMS subpart was maintained on the substrate thanks to the depressurization (~250 mbar) applied during the experiment at the outlet of the microcapillaries network, inducing the RBC circulation within the microchannels.

To realize the electrical detection, a portable Analog Discovery multifunction hardware was used to generate the electrical excitation and record the feedback signal. The sinusoidal voltage signal was applied to the microcapillary via gold electrodes and the detected current in the biological sample was converted to a voltage thanks to an AD847J based transimpedance amplifier. Full signal was digitalized (sampling frequency 500 kHz). Data processing based on numerical synchronous detection with a dedicated algorithm (Igor Pro) is then achieved to extract physical parameters (transit time, blockade amplitude).

For calibration, imaging of the red blood cell transit in the microcapillary was simultaneously performed thanks to a high-speed Phantom MIRO M 3205 camera mounted on an inverted microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 microscope).

Thanks to a Percoll fraction (See Figure 2.A.) [7], sickle cells were classified into 3 types (or subpopulations): cells of low density (LD SCD RBCs), of medium density (D SCD RBCs) and of high density (HD SCD RBCs). RBCs were conserved in Celltab solution and diluted into the conductive solution (1.26S/m) to obtain 2% RBCs suspension for the bioimpedance monitoring.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

First, the control sample (healthy red blood cells) was introduced in the device. With our conditions, the electrical recording of 1696 RBCs showed a single mean transit time equal to 7.13 ms and a single mean blockade amplitude equal to $1.76 \times 10^{-3}$ V. For SCD RBCs, multiple peaks appeared on the histogram of the transit time (See Figure 2.A., 7.54 ms and 13.26 ms, for 1298 RBCs) and the blockade amplitude (See Figure 2.B., $1.12 \times 10^{-3}$ V, $1.99 \times 10^{-3}$ V and $2.09 \times 10^{-3}$ V, for 1298 cells) [8]. To understand this phenomenon, an analysis of isolated subpopulations was established.

For LD, D and HD SCD RBC subpopulations, decreasing values of the mean transit time were obtained (Figure 3.A., B. and C., LD SCD RBCs: 8.3 ms, D SCD RBCs: 8.2 ms, HD SCD RBCs: 7.7 ms), indicating that LD SCD RBCs take longer time to pass through the microcapillary restriction.

Our hypothesis is that HD RBCs have a smaller contact surface with the wall of the microcapillary than LD RBCs, leading to a shorter transit time. Even though the cell rigidity increases from LD to D and to HD SCD RBCs, the effect of the contact surface is preponderant.

Considering the blockade amplitude, a decrease was also observed from LD to D and to HD SCD RBCs (See Figure 4.A., B. and C., LD SCD RBCs: $1.77 \times 10^{-3}$ V, D SCD RBCs: $1.90 \times 10^{-3}$ V, HD SCD RBCs: $1.65 \times 10^{-3}$ V).

SCD RBC subpopulations are identified with this hypothesis on the histogram of the blockade amplitude (See Figure 2.B.):

i) HD SCD RBCs have low blockade amplitude due to their sickle shape, which results in a small contact surface.

ii) LD SCD RBCs have high blockade amplitude because of the appearance of the reticulocytes, which are large and light, bring a large contact surface.

iii) D SCD RBCs have a blockade amplitude close to the control RBCs behavior.

At the same time thanks to the transparency of the microfluidic device, the imaging of the cell transit was possible during the experiment. The cell shape corresponding to each SCD subpopulation is shown in Figure 2.B.

**CONCLUSION**

The cell bioimpedance monitoring within biomimicking microcapillary network brings the new possibility to achieve a statistical analysis of the distribution of SCD RBCs, which may offer new tools in...
patients management.

Higher density of sickle cells leads to lower transit time within the microcapillary restriction, as well as a decreasing blockade amplitude.

This approach is very promising for future microfluidic systems for the follow-up of SCD patients over time and during treatments. Further analysis, including the scatter plot of physical parameters, is possible. Such approach characterizing cellular abnormalities based on bioimpedance might be useful for future biomedical applications.

![Figure 1: A. Red blood cell transit in the third restriction of the external branch of the matrix (24×10); B. Impedance modulus time dependence, due to the red blood cell transit in the restriction.](image)

![Figure 2: A. Gaussian distribution fitted with histogram of the transit time for normal RBCs (1696cells) and whole SCD RBCs (1298cells) populations. Percoll fraction result is at the right side of the Figure A; B. Gaussian distribution fitted with histogram of the blockade amplitude for normal RBCs (1696cells) and whole SCD RBCs (1298cells) populations. The position of LD, D and HD SCD subpopulations is included. Corresponding cell shapes are shown at the right side of the Figure B.](image)
Figure 3: Gaussian distribution fitted with histogram of the transit time. A. Mean transit time and its variation for LD SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=312); B. Mean transit time and its variation for D SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=259); C. Mean transit time and its variation for HD SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=248).

Figure 4: Gaussian distribution fitted with histogram of the blockade amplitude. A. Mean blockade amplitude and its variation for LD SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=312); B. Mean blockade amplitude and its variation for D SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=259); C. Mean blockade amplitude and its variation for HD SCD RBCs subpopulation (cell number=248).

Table 1: Mean value of the transit time and the blockade amplitude for each SCD subpopulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Transit time (ms)</th>
<th>Blockade amplitude ($10^{-3}$V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>8.3±0.17</td>
<td>1.9±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>8.2±0.1</td>
<td>1.77±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.09</td>
<td>1.65±0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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